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'Let’s protect our landscapes with a
friendly- environmentally attitude 
to what heritage tourism means'

NAME OF THE SCHOOL: IIS MATTEO RAELI NOTO



FACTS / PICTURES / CHARTS/ DESCRIPTION

Liquichimica

It’s a closed, abandoned and never

reclaimed factory, where rusty scrap iron

and all-round environmental degradation

make a bad show of themselves. National

televisions rage, but local politics continues

to be in hiding. This is the paradox that the

former industrial area of Saline Joniche is

experiencing, a heavy legacy of the

"Colombo package" of the early 1970s.

After Rai with "Linea Blu", Mediaset

(industry specialized primarily in television

production and distribution) with the

popular satirical news program "Striscia la

Notizia" dedicated a report on Liquichimica,

Ogr (Officine Grandi Riparazioni), and the

port of the marine hamlet montebellese,

defining them «eco-monsters and

abandoned structures».



FACTS / PICTURES / CHARTS/ DESCRIPTION

The temple of Concordia

It’s a Greek temple of the ancient city

of Akragas located in the Valley of the

Temples of Agrigento Even today, it is not

known to whom this temple was dedicated,

but the name "Temple of Concordia" is

documented by one of the first Sicilian

historians : Tommaso Fazello. The name of

the temple is due to the discovery nearby of

a Latin inscription with a dedication to the

harmony of the people of Agrigento which

in reality has no other links with it.

It has been maintained for hundreds of years
thanks to the recognition of the historical,
patrimonial and monumental value of the
man who has included it in the tourist route,
enhancing it and making it an economic
resource as well.
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Syracuse  petrochemical hub

It’s the expression used to define the vast

industrialized coastal area of eastern

Sicily included in the territory of the free

municipal consortium of Syracuse, in the

municipalities of Augusta, Priolo

Gargallo and Melilli reaching up to the gates

of Syracuse. The main activities of the

settlement are oil refining, the

transformation of its derivatives and energy

production. Starting from the mid-eighties,

industrial activities decreased considerably,

leading to serious conversion problems and

the need to reclaim the area.



FACTS / PICTURES / CHARTS/ DESCRIPTION

Noto

Noto, our city, is famous for being the

European capital of the Baroque

(architectural style of the 18th century)

which, with its 40 churches and numerous

noble palaces, has attracted numerous

nobles and VIPs such as Chiara Ferragni

and Fedez for their wedding. But, like any

other city on Earth, Noto was and is

inhabited by ordinary people.

This city has been included in the Unesco

World Heritage and any activity must be

proposed and planned for the growth and

enhancement of the site.


